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This week's topics:
1. Did you ever climb a mountain?
2. Who was the funniest person in Wis Rapids?
3. Coffee - What's your favorite? Straight, latte, espresso, cappuccino, etc??
4. MRI's - Your thoughts about having one.
5. Lowest common denominator - How has it affected American society?
and responses:

Pete Smullen - pete_smullen@hotmail.com
One summer, during college, a buddy of mine and I hiked a Continental Divide Trail section that is in Glacier National
Park. It's not exactly climbing a mountain, but it sure felt like it to this Wisconsinite. Good thing I was in decent shape as
we were at high elevation and the trail is not for the timid. We went over the continental divide three times during that
hike. Native Americans refer to the area as the "Backbone of the World" for good reason.
We had started at lower Two Medicine Lake (see picture below) and when we returned we were soooo hot and exhausted
we plunged right into the water to cool off. Did I mention I was young then ... and foolish. I ran in quickly and immediately
dove into the beckoning water. My skin immediately burned, my head ached, my body convulsed. A scream exploded
from my lungs which continued until I surfaced. It was a good thing I was young as the lake is fed by glaciers. We we
were told later that the water temperature was 39 degrees.

The hike was one of the special moments of my life ... it was SPECTACULAR. I refer to it as my personal National
Geographic moment.
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Susan Rice Hammel - gourmay1@gmail.com
I can honestly say I have never had a cup of coffee. I finally figured out I don't like to drink anything hot...I do enjoy an iced
coffee occasionally and LOVE coffee ice cream...kinda weird.
My last MRI was under general anesthesia, so have no thoughts ;)

Joan (Koch) Shaw - stinker-7@charter.net
I climbed one in the Smoky Mountains. It took forever, lots of stops to rest, never thought I'd get to the top, breathless, out
of shaped for this valiant effort, sore, why did I ever start this thing I'm doing? Got to the summit!! PROUD!! Lots of
pictures to prove it. Never again:).
Funniest was Don Shillinger. Boy, he is quick with a response and funny.
Coffee: Iced latte. McDonald's frappe's are good too.
MRI's: Not unless I have too. Hate anything to do with radiation!

Chris Gorski - karma@karma-inc.com
Hi Kent,...here you go:
FAVORITE COFFEE
Here is a great recipe for making a week's worth of coffee for your Team and counterparts when camping, hunting or on
combat duty in an unfriendly environment::
Step 1: Cut the top off of a 50 gallon drum and rinse out the drum best you can. (if it contained diesel fuel, building a fire
inside it works great, then rinse with water)
Step 2: Set the drum on anything you have that will elevate it 6 to 12 inches off the ground. (a jeep rim works best but a
duce and a half rim will work, most foreign car rims, including Citroen rims, are too shallow)
Step 3: Fill the drum with water to within 1 foot from its rim
Step 4: Place wood around the base of the drum and get a good fire going.
Step 5: Once the water comes to a boil, open 5 ea 2lb cans of coffee and pour contents into the drum.
Step 6: Stop stoking the fire and with anything long and handy, stir the contents of the drum for a few
minutes.
Last Step: Wait about 5 minutes or until the coffee grounds begin to settle to the bottom before drinking (unless you like
to chew your coffee)
Notes:
aa) Rebuild the fire each day to warm your coffee but try not to bring it to a boil .
bb) It is best to cover the drum when not in use, anything handy will do.
cc) The coffee flavor begins deteriorating by day 2 and progressively gets worse by day 7 at which time making a new
batch is recommended.
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Chuck Hinners - chuck@crgfinancialconsulting.com
See the attached articles which I wrote for Artifacts in 2007 to commemorate the 50th anniversary of Little League
baseball in Rapids.

Have a great 50th Reunion - Class of 63!
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1. Did you ever climb a mountain?
2. Who was the funniest person in Wis Rapids?
3. Coffee - What's your favorite? Straight, latte, espresso, cappuccino, etc??
Editor had his first latte a few days ago - Not my cup of tea!
4. MRI's - Your thoughts about having one. Editor had his first a few days ago.
5. Lowest common denominator - How has it affected American society?
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Gene Hafermann genehafermann@charter.net writes:
Didn’t get to this in time:
1. I had extended a bit past a conference in Maine and was at a B&B in Bar Harbor where I watched the planes hitting the
towers from feeds on the Today Show. We were to leave that night from Bangor, ME (where two of the terrorists had
come through). Luckily my girl friend and I had rented a car and ended up driving that back to Wisconsin through Canada
and then through Soo Saint Marie .
Took us 2-1/2 days and my friend did most of the driving because I was 3 months removed from heart surgery and this
was my first full week back at work. One clerk at a convenience store in Canada related that her uncle was to have been
on the flight to LA, but had changed his plans to spend another day with his brother (who worked in the World Trade
Center). They were just entering the coffee shop of his building when the first plane hit and they got out. Talk about not
being your time … wow.
4. I have served on 2 juries. One was dismissed after opening arguments due to a conflict of interest related to one of the
attorneys. I think it was a fraud case of some sort. The other one was a DUI case and I ended up being the foreman. We
convicted the guy on all but one of the counts. Turned out to be his 5th offense so it was a felony. Some very interesting
arguments, but the guy gave himself away when he reacted to questions about one of the sobriety tests the detective
was describing when he said, “Hell, I can’t even walk a line like that when I’m sober…… oops”.
5. The most influential folks for me in Rapids were my parents and my uncles. And probably a few HS teachers (Winters,
Hayward, Coach Cepek, and Cleworth).
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